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Abstract

To test the hypothesis that a defibrillation shock is unsuccessful
because it fails to annihilate activation fronts within a critical
mass of myocardium, we recorded epicardial and transmural ac-
tivation in 11 open-chest dogs during electrically induced ven-
tricular fibrillation (VF). Shocks of 1-30 J were delivered
through defibrillation electrodes on the left ventricular apex and
right atrium. Simultaneous recordings were made from septal,
intramural, and epicardial electrodes in various combinations.
Immediately after all 104 unsuccessful and 116 successful de-
fibrillation shocks, an isoelectric interval much longer than that
observed during preshock VF occurred. During this time no epi-
cardial, septal, or intramural activations were observed. This
isoelectric window averaged 64±22 ms after unsuccessful defi-
brillation and 339±292 ms after successful defibrillation (P
< 0.02). After the isoelectric window of unsuccessful shocks,
earliest activation was recorded from the base of the ventricles,
which was the area farthest from the apical defibrillation elec-
trode. Activation was synchronized for one or two cycles following
unsuccessful shocks, after which VF regenerated.

Thus, (a) after both successful and unsuccessful defibrillation
with epicardial shocks of 21 J, an isoelectric window occurs
during which no activation fronts are present; (b) the postshock
isoelectric window is shorter for unsuccessful than for successful
defibrillation; (c) unsuccessful shocks transiently synchronize
activation before fibrillation regenerates; (d) activation leading
to the regeneration of VF after the isoelectric window for un-
successful shocks originates in areas away from the defibrillation
electrodes. The isoelectric window does not support the hypoth-
esis that defibrillation fails solely because activation fronts are
not halted within a critical mass of myocardium. Rather, unsuc-
cessful epicardial shocks of 21 J halt all activation fronts after
which VF regenerates.

Introduction

Although much work has been done to determine the optimum
electrodes, wave forms, and energy levels for defibrillation (1),
little is known about the electrical effects of a defibrillation shock
because it has not been possible to record simultaneously from
many electrodes within the heart while a defibrillation shock is
administered. Consequently, the mechanism of electrical defi-
brillation remains unclear. One possible mechanism is that suc-
cessful defibrillation requires a shock that is strong enough to
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cause a period of prolonged unresponsiveness of myocardium
(2), thought to be due to prolonged depolarization of the cell
membrane by the shock (3). A second possible explanation is
that the shock must simultaneously depolarize every excitable
ventricular fiber so that all activation fronts are immediately
annihilated (4, 5). The most commonly accepted explanation is
that only the excitable fibers within a critical mass of myocardium
must be depolarized (6); the shock increases the organization of
cardiac electrical activity by decreasing the number of activation
fronts present and by increasing the synchronism of the re-
maining activation fronts, so that VF cannot be perpetuated,
and all activation fronts soon die out.

With the development of computer-assisted mapping systems
(7), it has become possible to map activation during unstable
arrhythmias (8). Wehave modified our mapping system to record
soon after a countershock without amplifier saturation (9). The
purpose of this study was to use this modified mapping system
during ventricular fibrillation (VF)' to test the critical mass hy-
pothesis of electrical defibrillation.

Methods

Recording electrodes
Signals were recorded digitally at a rate of 1,000 samples per second (10)
from up to 64 electrodes simultaneously. Different arrays of electrodes
were used in different parts of the study to record from the epicardium,
from the septum, and from the intramural free wall. The study was
divided into two parts, each performed in a different group of dogs ac-
cording to a different protocol. In part I, we recorded global epicardial
activation, regional epicardial activation, and septal activation after shocks
delivered through two defibrillation electrodes. Results of these six dogs
caused us to record right ventricular (RV) epicardial activation, intramural
activation, and subendocardial activation in part II, with the same de-
fibrillation electrode configuration.

Sock electrode arrays. Two sock electrode arrays (11) were used for
epicardial recordings. In part I we used a sock that contained 56 bipolar
button electrodes spaced evenly over the ventricular epicardium to obtain
a global picture of epicardial activation. Each pole of the bipolar electrodes
was 1 mmin diameter, and the poles were separated by 2.5 mmfrom
center to center. A sock with 24 electrodes was used in part II to record
the electrical activity over the RVoutflow tract.

Plaque electrode array. A plaque electrode array was sutured directly
to the epicardium in part I and recordings were made from 56 electrodes
simultaneously to map in greater detail the spread of activation over a
selected portion of the epicardium. The electrodes were within a trape-
zoidal silastic plaque, 10 cm long, 3.5 cm wide on one end, and 5 cm
wide on the other. There were seven rows and eight columns of bipolar
electrode pairs on the plaque; the distance between the poles of each
bipole was 2.5 mm. The bipolar electrode pairs were separated by 14
mmbetween the rows and by 7 mmbetween the columns.

Plunge electrode arrays. Two kinds of plunge electrodes were used
in part I to record from the septum, and a third kind was used in part

1. Abbreviations used in this paper: LV, left ventricular, RV, right ven-
tricular; VF, ventricular fibrillation; ww, window width.
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II to record through the RV free wall. One kind of plunge used in part
I was 62 mmlong and had two bipolar electrode pairs, 2.5 mmapart
near the tip. The distance between the poles of each bipole was 0.75
mm. The casing of the plunge was an 18-gauge intravenous catheter,
with an anchor in the center which stabilized the electrode during the
study and served as a marker for the electrode location during postmortem
examination (12). Two of these plunges were inserted perpendicularly
through the RVoutflow tract and anchored at the left side of the inter-
ventricular septum to make septal recordings. The other plunge used
was 29 mmlong, and was constructed from a 21-gauge needle. It had
four bipolar pairs separated by 0.5 mmfrom pole to pole with 2.5 mm
between each bipolar electrode. It was inserted into the septum from the
upper part of the interventricular sulcus. One plunge of this kind was
used in each study. Thus a total of eight recordings from the three plunges
was made from the septum in part I.

A third kind of plunge electrode was used for RVfree-wall recordings
in part II. These plunge electrodes were constructed from 2 1-gauge nee-
dles. Each had nine unipolar electrodes separated by I mm. During the
study, the neighboring unipolar electrodes were used to form eight bipolar
pairs. The plunges were inserted at a 450 angle into the RV free wall, so
that most of the electrodes on the plunge were within the RVfree wall.

Surgical preparation
1 mongrel dogs (mean weight±standard deviation [SD], 19.3±2.2 kg)

were anesthetized with pentobarbital (30-35 mg/kg) (13, 14) and suc-
cinylcholine (1 mg/kg). Each was intubated with a cuffed endotracheal
tube and ventilated with 30-60% oxygen through a Harvard respirator
(Harvard Apparatus Co., Inc., S. Natick, MA). Ringer's lactate was con-
tinuously infused and supplemented with potassium chloride, sodium
bicarbonate, and calcium chloride when indicated. Via a separate intra-
venous line, pentobarbital was infused at a rate of 1 mg/min throughout
the experiment to achieve adequate anesthesia. Succinylcholine at a bolus
dose of 0.25-0.5 mg/kg was given no more than once per hour to decrease
muscle contraction induced by the electric shock. This dose is much less
than that required to cause significant changes of cardiac excitability
(15). An arterial line was inserted into the femoral artery, and the systemic
blood pressure was continuously displayed on an oscilloscope. Blood
was withdrawn to determine the pH, Po2, Pco2, CO2 content, bicar-
bonate, base excess, sodium, potassium, and calcium concentrations.
Normal metabolic status was maintained throughout the study by taking
blood samples every 30-60 min and correcting any abnormal value.

The chest was opened through a median sternotomy, and the heart
was suspended in a pericardial cradle. For delivering the defibrillation
shocks, round mesh titanium patch electrodes, 4.5 cm2, were secured to
the epicardium of the right atrium as the anode and to the ventricular
apex as the cathode. Two pairs of pacing wires were inserted into the
RVand left ventricular (LV) free walls for electrical stimulation to induce
VF. A pair of sensing wires was inserted into the RV anterior wall so
that shocks could be given during sinus rhythm at a predetermined in-
terval after the last sensed depolarization to determine the impedance
of the heart and defibrillation electrodes.

Truncated exponential defibrillation shocks of 5-ms duration were
generated by a special device built by Intermedics, Inc. (Freeport, TX)
To reduce amplifier saturation, most of the mapping system was dis-
connected during the shock (9). Blanking started 2 ms before the begin-
ning of the shock and stopped 5 ms after the end of the shock. During
this 12-ms period, the front-end filters were disconnected so that they
would not be saturated by the shock. Because it took 15 ms for the
signals to return to baseline, effective recording started 20 ms after re-
connection of the amplifiers.

Part I: epicardial activation and septal activation
Six dogs were used in this part of the study. Two defibrillation patch
electrodes were secured to the epicardium. One was sutured to the right
atrium as anode and the other to the ventricular apex as cathode. This
electrode configuration was used because it creates a relatively simple
shock field that is strongest at the apex and weakest at the base of the
ventricles. Before beginning the defibrillation protocol, shocks of 20 and

100 V were given during sinus rhythm, 300 ms after the last sensed
depolarization. These shocks were used to set the amplifier gains and to
determine the impedance. This impedance value was used to predict the
voltage needed to deliver shocks of desired energy levels. VFwas induced
by programmed pacing with 10 successive stimuli 250 msapart followed
by an extrastimulus in the vulnerable period (16). The defibrillation shock
was given 10-15 s after the onset of VF. The voltage and current of the
shock were recorded on the oscilloscope, and the actual energy delivered
was calculated as their product multiplied by time (0.005 s). If the shock
was unsuccessful, defibrillation was achieved within 30 s with a shock
of 20-30 J delivered through a pair of hand-held paddle electrodes on
the pericardium. Based upon the findings that ventricular excitability
and vulnerability are not altered immediately after fibrillation and de-
fibrillation (17), and that a 2-min recovery period is sufficient to maintain
a stable defibrillation threshold (13), wewaited for at least 4 min between
each fibrillation-defibrillation episode.

Defibrillation with sock and septal plunge electrode recordings. For
the first two experiments, only the sock electrode array and septal plunge
electrodes were used. The first shock was given with a predicted energy
of 1 J. Shock strength was then increased in increments of 1 J until
defibrillation was achieved. The energy delivered by this shock was defined
as the defibrillation threshold. The last unsuccessful shock was defined
as the subthreshold shock. The shock strength was then increased in
increments of I J until the delivered energy was twice the defibrillation
threshold. A second set of shocks was given in a random sequence with
a predicted strength ranging from 1 J to twice threshold in I-J increments.
In one dog with a high defibrillation threshold, we omitted the second
set of shocks to avoid an excessive number of defibrillation episodes for
that dog. A third set of shocks was then given with energies from 1 J
above the defibrillation threshold to three times the threshold energy in
I-J increments. Higher-energy shocks were performed last because they
were the most likely to cause myocardial damage (18).

Defibrillation with sock, septalplunge, andplaque electrode recordings.
For the next four experiments, the plaque electrode array was applied
to the posterobasal aspect of the ventricles in two dogs and to the an-
terobasal aspect of the right ventricle in the other two dogs. These plaque
sites were chosen because they were the regions in which epicardial ac-
tivation first appeared after the shock in the first two experiments. The
first shock was given with a predicted energy of 6 J. Shock strength was
then increased in I-J increments until three episodes of successful defi-
brillation were achieved. If there were less than three episodes of unsuc-
cessful defibrillation at this point, the shock strength was decreased 1 J
at a time beginning at 5 J until a total of three unsuccessful defibrillation
episodes were recorded. Upon completion of the defibrillation protocol
for the plaque, the sock electrode array and plunge electrodes were then
applied and the defibrillation protocol was performed as for the first two
dogs.

Data analysis. The dog was killed, and the locations of the epicardial
recording electrodes were marked. The heart was 'then excised and
weighed. The plunge electrodes were removed, but the anchors were left
in place. For the one plunge without an anchor, the epicardial entrance
was marked. After recording the electrode locations on a diagram of the
ventricles, we dissected the heart to expose both sides of the interven-
tricular septum. The locations of the anchors and the epicardial entrances
of the plunge electrodes were recorded.

For recordings from sock and plunge electrodes, the recordings from
each channel were displayed on a computer terminal (model 4014, Tek-
tronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR) and the seven activations immediately before
and after the shock were identified (8, 19) for the first and the last episode
of unsuccessful defibrillation. The average cycle length of VF before the
shock was compared for these two episodes. The average cycle length of
the first VF episode was designated the baseline VF cycle length (Fig. 1).
For the other episodes, the activation before and the first five activations
immediately after the shock were identified. All activations after the
shock were timed with reference to reconnection of the amplifiers as
time 0.

The effect of the shock on the rate of epicardial activation was dem-
onstrated by comparing the intervals between activations (RR intervals)
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Figure 1. Definition of preshock and postshock intervals. Reconnec-
tion of the amplifiers 5 ms after the end of the shock is indicated by
the arrow. Seven activations before and after the shock are shown.
The activation time selected for each complex is shown by a dashed
line. The baseline RRinterval (baseline VF cycle length) was calcu-
lated by averaging the six intervals of all channels before the shock.
The interval between the last preshock activation and the shock is la-
beled a, between reconnection of the amplifiers 5 ms after the shock
and the first postshock activation is labeled dl, between the first and
second postshock activations is labeled d2, and between the second
and third postshock activations is labeled d3. If d2 or d3 was longer
than the baseline RRinterval plus two SD, it was said to be signifi-
cantly delayed. The minimum value of dl for all channels was called
the isoelectric window (ww) after the shock. The artifact after the
shock was caused by reconnection of the amplifier.

after the shock to the baseline VF cycle length (Fig. 1). The shortest first
postshock interval was identified by examining all of the channel re-
cordings and was called the isoelectric window width (ww) for that shock
(Fig. 1). Isochronal maps were drawn for all five activations after successful
shocks, and for the first two activations after unsuccessful shocks (20).
The early activation sites, defined as sites that activated earlier than the
surrounding electrode sites, were determined for each isochronal map.
Because each early site gave rise to an activation front, the number of
activation fronts equaled the number of early sites until the number of
activation fronts changed because of collisions or block. The time required
to activate both the septum and the epicardium (the cardiac activation
time) was determined by subtracting the time of earliest recorded acti-
vation of either the septum or epicardium from the latest recorded ac-
tivation time for each map. The areas directly depolarized by the 20-V
and 100-V shocks delivered during sinus rhythm were also calculated to
indicate regions of high- and low-field strength generated by the
shock (9).

For recordings from plaque electrodes, two activations were analyzed
immediately before and five immediately after the shock from three
successful and three unsuccessful defibrillation episodes for each dog.
Atrial recordings could be obtained in one dog because the plaque was
placed partially across the atrioventricular sulcus. An additional 11 ep-
isodes of defibrillation were analyzed for this dog to evaluate atrial activity
during the immediate postshock period.

Student's t test (21), analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the repeated
measure design, general linear model procedure, and Wilcoxon sign rank
test (22) were used to analyze the differences of the means.

Part II: transmural activation
Five dogs were used in part II. The same defibrillation electrode locations
were used as for part I. A sock containing 24 bipolar button electrodes
was placed on the RVoutflow tract and LV anterobasal wall. These sites
were selected because in part I they were frequently the location of earliest
activation after the shocks. To shorten the length of the study, VF was
induced by 60-cycle alternating current. Subthreshold defibrillation shocks
were given 10-15 s after the onset of VF, and epicardial isochronal maps
were generated during the study. Wedetermined which electrode re-
peatedly recorded the earliest activation after the shock. This electrode
was called the index electrode. Four plunges were inserted around the
index electrode and eight bipolar recordings were made from each plunge.
18-34 shocks of the same strength (range 2-5 J) were then given. Iso-
chronal maps were generated during the study to confirm that adequate
plunge and sock electrode recordings were being made around the index
electrode.

Data analysis. Upon completion of the defibrillation protocol, an
incision was made into the RVoutflow tract along the atrioventricular
sulcus. The endocardium of the RVfree wall was examined to determine
the exit point of each plunge electrode. The epicardial entrances of the
plunge electrodes and the locations of the sock recording electrodes were
then marked. Seven activations were identified during VF in one fibril-
lation-defibrillation episode, and the cycle length was calculated. For all
other episodes, the activations immediately before and after the shock
were identified, and isochronal maps were drawn for the first postshock
activation. For each episode we determined whether an early epicardial
site of activation after the shock was at the index electrode, at an electrode
adjacent to the index electrode, or at an electrode away from the index
electrode. Those episodes with early sites away from the index electrode
were excluded from further analysis. To determine endocardial and in-
tramural activation around the early epicardial site, the recordings of
plunge electrodes adjacent to the early epicardial sites were analyzed.

Results

Part I: epicardial and septal recordings
A total of 104 unsuccessful and 1 16 successful defibrillation ep-
isodes were analyzed with sock electrode recordings. Out of
12,320 channels of epicardial and 1,760 of septal recordings,
10,198 (83%) and 840 (48%), respectively, were adequate for
analysis. Inadequate recordings included missing signals, signals
too small for analysis, and broken wires. Missing signals could
be caused by poor contact of the electrode with the tissue, or
the absence of myocardium adjacent to the electrode when elec-
trodes were over the atrioventricular sulcus (Fig. 2).

EFFECT OF SHOCKSON THE RATE AND SYNCHRONY
OF EPICARDIAL ACTIVATION. The cycle length (the interval
between successive activations in the same channel) of the first
VFepisodes averaged 105±16 ms, not significantly different from
106±12 ms of the last VF episodes of each dog (P = 0.74 by
paired t test). In contrast to humans (23), the VF cycle length
at the base (105±14 ms) was not significantly different from that
at the apex (105±17 ms,P = 0.87 by paired ttest). Both successful
and unsuccessful shocks delayed epicardial activation between
the first two postshock activations (d2 in Fig. 1). For unsuccessful
defibrillation episodes, the percentage of channels that recorded
a prolonged immediate postshock interval increased as the shock
strength increased (Fig. 3).

1 1

21
I. ~ *

3

Figure 2. Examples of inadequate sock electrode recordings. The time
of reconnection of the amplifiers after the shock is shown by an arrow.
Channel 1 is a good recording obtained by an electrode adjacent to
that of channels 3 and 4. Channel 2 is an inadequate recording from
an electrode located at the base of LV, overlying the fat in the atrio-
ventricular sulcus. Channel 3 shows signals too small to analyze
(marked by an asterisk), so that the presence or absence of local acti-
vation could not be determined; Channel 4 is an example of 60-cycle
noise recorded by an electrode with a broken wire. The calibration
marks in front of each channel are 10 mVin amplitude. The dots be-
tween the channels are spaced 100 ms apart.
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Figure 3. The effect of shock strength on the rate of epicardial activa-
tion for unsuccessful defibrillation episodes. On the ordinate is the
percentage of recording channels that recorded a d2 interval 2 SD
longer than the baseline VF cycle length. On the abscissa is the shock
voltage delivered for that episode. There is a significant correlation be-
tween these two with an r value of 0.77 (P < 0.0001).

PRESENCE OF A POSTSHOCKISOELECTRIC WINDOW.
Sock recordings. Wefound that immediately after reconnection
of the amplifiers after the shock, an interval occurred during
which no epicardial activation was recorded by any sock electrode
(Fig. 4). The isoelectric window (ww) was present after all shocks,
both successful as well as unsuccessful. The mean ww for all
shocks was 209±253 ms. This window is much larger than the
mean interval between successive activation times during VF
before the shock if the activation times for all 60 electrodes are

combined and listed sequentially (1.7±3.2 ms).
The mean wwafter unsuccessful (64±22 ms) and successful

(339±292 ms) shocks were significantly different (P < 0.02) by
the Wilcoxon sign rank test (22). The longest wwobserved after
an unsuccessful shock was 130 ms. In 81 of the 116 successful
defibrillations, reconnection of the amplifiers was followed by
an isoelectric wwof > 130 ms. The other 35 successful episodes
were characterized by a wwof < 130 ms followed by one to three
rapid activations. Wecall the former recovery type A (Fig. 4 A)
and the latter type B (Fig. 4 B). After the isoelectric window of
type A and the rapid postshock activations of type B, supraven-
tricular or idioventricular activations with a relatively regular
RRinterval appeared (last seven activations of Fig. 4 A and last
five activations of Fig. 4 B). Activations synchronized transiently
after all unsuccessful shocks, but soon returned to the less or-

ganized preshock distribution (Fig. 4 Cand D).
Isochronal maps of the first depolarization after an unsuc-

cessful shock indicated that activation first appeared on the ep-

icardium at one to five sites (mean of 2.1±0.9 sites) and spread
centrifugally away from these early sites as large, coherent ac-

tivation fronts. For most of the 104 mapped episodes of unsuc-

cessful defibrillation, the earliest site of activation was recorded
near the atrioventricular sulcus, primarily over the RVoutflow
tract or the LV posterior wall (Fig. 5). For 79 of the 1 16 episodes
of successful defibrillation, the early sites after the isoelectric
window were also at the base of the ventricles (Fig. 6 A). The
early sites for the other 37 episodes of successful defibrillation
were in the lower part of the ventricles (Fig. 6 B). A major factor
associated with the postshock epicardial activation pattern was

the ww(Fig. 7). For all shocks, both successful and unsuccessful,
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Figure 4. Effect of shocks on epicardial activation times. The horizon-
tal lines separate the recording channels. The vertical hash marks are

the times of individual activations recorded from each channel. The
time of amplifier reconnection after the shock is shown by the vertical
line beneath the arrow. Seven activations are shown before and after
the shock. (A and B) Examples of successful defibrillation episodes: A
shows a type A recovery because the isoelectric window after the
shock (18.2 J) is > 130 ms; B shows a type B recovery with two rapid
activations beginning < 130 ms after the shock (1 1 J). Examples of un-

successful shocks are shown in C (subthreshold shock, 7.3 J) and D
(low energy shock, 1.3 J). (C and D) Temporal clustering of the first
activation after the shock with return to the preshock distribution by
the third or fourth postshock activation.

75% of the episodes with early sites at the ventricular bases had
a ww< 130 ms whereas 90% of the maps with early sites away

from the bases had a ww> 130 ms.
Plaque recordings. Weanalyzed 12 successful and 12 un-

successful defibrillation episodes with plaque electrode record-
ings. Of the 1,344 plaque electrode recordings, 1,156 (86%) were

adequate for analysis. The major reason for inadequate record-
ings was placement of the plaque over the atrioventricular sulcus
(Fig. 8). An isoelectric window was present after the shock in
all cases. The ww varied from 49 to 1 17 ms for unsuccessful
defibrillations and from 73 to 596 ms for successful defibrilla-
tions. As was found with the sock electrode recordings, all shocks
that produced a wwlonger than 130 ms successfully defibrillated.
Discrete early sites of activation were present after the isoelectric
window with coherent, synchronized activation fronts spreading
away from these sites (Fig. 9).

Thus, mapping with the more closely spaced electrodes of
the plaque confirmed the presence of an isoelectric window on

the epicardium after the shock and furnished no evidence for
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Figure 5. Examples of postshock isochronal maps after unsuccessful
defibrillation shocks. The maps are displayed as two complementary
projections of the heart with the anterior LV and RVepicardium
shown in the left diagram and the posterior LV and RVepicardium in
the right diagram. Locations of the apical defibrillation electrode is in-
dicated by a square wave symbol within a circle. Numbers represent
the locations of electrodes with satisfactory recordings and give the
time of activation for those locations timed from amplifier reconnec-
tion after the shock. Arrows indicate the early activation sites, and the
activation time of the earliest of these sites is the wwfor this episode.
Asterisks indicate electrode sites where adequate recordings were not
obtained. The isochronal lines are 20 ms apart. (A) With a 4.6-J
shock, there were two early sites; one at the RVoutflow tract, and the
other at the LV posterior wall near the crux. (B) With a 17.6-J shock,
only one early site was observed; it was at the RVoutflow tract. (C)
With a 9.8-J shock, a single early site was noted at the LV posterior
wall, near the atrioventricular sulcus. In all cases, activation spread
away from the early sites in large, synchronized depolarization fronts.

small epicardial reentrant pathways during the isoelectric window
that could have been missed by the more widely spaced sock
electrode recordings. During the second or third activation after
the unsuccessful defibrillation, however, block and possible
reentry were sometimes observed.

Septal plunge recordings. During normal sinus rhythm in
three of the six dogs, activation was recorded earlier at a septal
electrode than at any of the epicardial electrodes. For the first
postshock activation, however, an electrode on the epicardium

A
I

2 1 119
184 '11

* 184 72
I19

182 *
171

B

Figure 6. Examples of isochronal maps of the first postshock activa-
tion after successful defibrillations. (A) For successful defibrillations
with a ww. 130 ms, the early sites were usually located at the base,
similar to unsuccessful defibrillations (11 .7-J shock). (B) For successful
defibrillations with a ww> 130 ms, the early sites were usually located
near the apex or the RVanterior wall (1 8.2-J shock).

usually registered activation before any septal electrode (Table
I). In all but one of the cases in which the septum activated
earlier than the epicardium, defibrillation was successful. In those
cases of successful defibrillation in which the septum activated
first, the wwwas > 130 ms. For unsuccessful ventricular defi-
brillation and for successful defibrillation with a ww. 130 ms,
respectively, the earliest recorded activation in the septum was
an average of 37±19 ms and 38±19 ms later than the earliest
recorded activation on the epicardium. These times were sig-
nificantly different (P < 0.001 for both comparisons) from that
for successful defibrillation with a ww> 130 ms, when the sep-
tum activated an average of 18±19 ms later than the epicardium.
Thus, an isoelectric window was present in septal recordings,
and the septum was usually not the site of earliest activation
following the shock.

RELATIONSHIP OF WINDOWWIDTH AND SHOCK
STRENGTHTO THE OUTCOMEOF DEFIBRILLATION.
The wwwas related to the outcome of the defibrillation attempts.
All episodes with a ww> 130 mswere successful. The isochronal
maps for successful shocks with ww> 130 ms were different
from the maps for successful shocks with ww< 130 ms (Fig. 6).

Besides ww, shock strength expressed as energy, voltage, or
current was also related to the outcome of the defibrillation at-
tempts; low shock strength was associated with unsuccessful de-
fibrillation while high shock strength was associated with suc-
cessful defibrillation (Fig. 10). The size of the region of overlap
in which either success or failure of defibrillation could occur
was smaller for wwthan for shock strength. All episodes with a
ww< 63 ms were unsuccessful whereas all episodes with a ww
> 130 ms were successful. Only 38% of the episodes had a ww
in the overlapping region of 63-130 ms, which was associated
with both successful and unsuccessful defibrillation. The region
of overlap was greater for shock energy. All episodes with a shock
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Figure 7. Location of the earliest sites for the first postshock activa-
tion. The epicardium is divided into regions by grid lines. The num-
bers specify the number of defibrillation episodes in which the site of
earliest recorded postshock activation was located within the region
for a particular group of shocks. (A) Distribution of earliest sites after
unsuccessful defibrillation shocks. The earliest sites were usually lo-
cated in the basal half of the ventricles near the atrioventricular sulcus.
Earliest sites were most frequent over the RVoutflow tract anteriorly
or near the crux posteriorly. (B) Distribution of earliest sites after suc-
cessful defibrillation shocks with a ww. 130 ms. Most of earliest sites
were also at the base. (C) Distribution of earliest sites after successful
defibrillation shocks with a ww> 130 ms. The earliest sites occurred
in either the basal or the apical halves of the ventricles.

energy < 5.6 J were unsuccessful and all those > 21.3 J were
successful; a total of 64% of the episodes were in the region of
overlap of 5.6-21.3 J. A wide region of overlap was also present

v. -A A* * v * v

31 t
Figure 8. Examples of inadequate ventricular recordings owing to
placement of the plaque over the atrioventricular sulcus. Channel I
shows an adequate ventricular recording. Channel 2 overlies the atrio-
ventricular sulcus and records both atrial (A) and ventricular (V) acti-
vations. Channel 3 recorded good atrial but poor ventricular activa-
tions. The latter two channels are inadequate for analyzing activation
during defibrillation because an atrial complex may obscure a ventric-
ular activation. The calibration marks in front of each channel are 10
mVin amplitude. The time of amplifier reconnection after the shock
is shown by the arrow.

A

07o

B

Figure 9. Postshock isochronal maps of unsuccessful defibrillation
with plaque electrode recordings. Isochronal lines are 10 ms apart. (A)
An early activation site (large arrow) at the RVoutflow tract after a
shock of 7 J. At the edge of the plaque another early site (small arrow)
probably arose from an activation front that started from the LV pos-
terior wall in a region not recorded by this plaque. (B) An early site
(arrow) at the margin of the atrioventricular sulcus recorded during
another unsuccessful defibrillation episode. The upper two rows of
electrodes (triangles) did not record ventricular electrical activity be-
cause they were placed across the atrioventricular sulcus.

for shock voltage and current (Fig. 10). The region of overlap
for ww, besides being smaller than for shock strength, was also
more constant from dog to dog. Thus wwwas a better indicator
of the outcome of a defibrillation attempt than was the strength
of the shock.

CORRELATIONBETWEENTHE WINDOWWIDTH AND
ENERGY. In the 81 successful type A defibrillation episodes,

Table I. Location of Earliest Postshock Activation

Septum Epicardium
activated first activated first

Successful defibrillation
ww> 130 ms (type A)* 12 69
ww< 130 ms (type B) 0 35

Unsuccessful defibrillation 1 103

* P < 0.001 compared with unsuccessful and type B defibrillation by
the Chi square test.
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Figure 10. Window width and shock energy, voltage, and current for
successful and unsuccessful defibrillation. The ordinate gives the num-
ber of shock episodes for each dog with window width, energy, cur-
rent, and voltage in the range shown on the abscissa. The number of
shocks that were unsuccessful in halting fibrillation is shown in black,
and the number of successful shocks is shown in white. The bottom
row gives the total results for all dogs.

the energy was 16.7±5.9 J, which is significantly higher (P
< 0.025 with ANOVA)than the 14.2±6.1 J associated with the
35 episodes with successful type B defibrillation. For unsuccessful
defibrillation, but not for successful defibrillation, there was a
significant correlation between the wwand the energy, with the
correlation coefficients ranging from 0.53 to 0.95 for each of the
six dogs (Fig. 1 1). Whenthe results for all dogs were pooled, the
correlation coefficient was only 0.52 because the slopes and in-
tercepts of the regression lines differed markedly among the dogs.
The pooled correlation coefficient for wwand voltage was 0.65,
and for wwand current was 0.43.

DIFFERENCES BETWEENUNSUCCESSFULAND SUC-
CESSFUL DEFIBRILLATION EPISODES. Although the loca-
tions of the sites of early activation after the isoelectric window
that followed type B successful shocks were different from those
following type A successful shocks, they were not different from
those that followed unsuccessful shocks (Fig. 7). Successful type
B defibrillation episodes were different from unsuccessful epi-
sodes in several other ways, however (Table II). For the successful
defibrillation episodes, the mean energy delivered was higher;
the ww for the first two postshock activations was longer; the
mean number of early sites for the first two postshock activations
was smaller; and the mean time for the first postshock activation
to depolarize the entire epicardium and septum, i.e., the cardiac
activation time, was longer.

For unsuccessful defibrillation, the number of early sites for
the first postshock activation decreased as energy increased (r
=-0.59, P < 0.001). The early sites for the first and second
postshock activations after unsuccessful defibrillation shocks of-
ten occurred at the same or at adjacent electrodes (Table III).
This was not true for successful defibrillation. By multiple
regression analysis (24), cardiac activation times for the first and
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Table II. Comparison of Unsuccessful
and Successful Type B Defibrillation

Unsuccessful Successful type B
defibrillation (ww c 130 ins) P value*

Number with earliest post-
shock activation at
base (% total) 101 (97%) 34 (97%) 0.90

Energy delivered (J) 6.6±4.9 14.2±6.1 <0.005
Window width (ms)

First postshock
activation
(shortest dl) 64±22 86±16 <0.005

Second postshock
activation (d2 for
shortest dl + d2) 113±31 173±38t <0.001

Number of early sites
First postshock

activation 2.1±0.9 1.2±0.4 <0.001
Second postshock

activation 2.3±1.1 1.1 ±0.3f <0.005
Cardiac activation time

(Ms)
First postshock

activation 80±17 93±18 <0.01
Second postshock

activation 120±26 108±28t 0.14
Increment from first to

second activation 40±18 16±24t <0.005

* By Student's t test.
f 12 episodes had more than 1 postshock rapid activation to allow this
analysis.

second postshock activations of the unsuccessful defibrillations
were negatively correlated with both the number of early sites
and the ww (P < 0.0001). Similar negative correlations were
present for successful type B defibrillation, but were not statis-
tically significant (P = 0.15) because of the smaller sample size.
No such correlation was found for type A successful defibrilla-
tions.

COMPARISONOF SHOCK FIELD STRENGTH AND
EARLY SITE LOCATIONS. In five of the first six experiments,
adequate recordings were made when 20- and I00-V shocks
were given during the TQ interval of the sinus rhythm. Because

the impedance of each heart varied, and because the defibrillation
device did not deliver the exact voltage as programmed, the
actual energy delivered by a 20-V shock varied from 0.004 to

0.009 J (mean of 0.007 J), and that by a 100-V shock varied
from 0.25 to 0.55 J (mean of 0.32 J). The mean percentage of
the total epicardial area directly depolarized by a 20-V shock
was 48.0±8.9% (Fig. 12), and by a 100-V shock was 100%. There
was no significant correlation between the defibrillation threshold
and the area directly depolarized by the 20-V shock, even after
normalization of the directly depolarized area by the actual de-
livered energy.

Because the shock field in the area directly depolarized by
the shock is assumed to be stronger than the shock field in areas

not directly depolarized (9), we studied the relationship between
the early sites after defibrillation shocks and the area directly
depolarized by the 20-V shock during sinus rhythm. For un-

successful defibrillation or successful type B defibrillation, the
early sites were usually located in regions distant from the de-
fibrillation electrodes, at the RV outflow tract or the basal part
of the LV posterior wall. Both of these regions were outside the
area directly depolarized by a 20-V shock in sinus rhythm (Figs.
7 and -1 2). These results suggest that the early sites arose in those
regions of the ventricles in which the shock field was weakest.

ATRIAL ACTIVATIONS DURING VENTRICULAR DE-
FIBRILLATION. The atrial response to the shock was observed
in one dog in which a portion of the plaque was over the posterior
left atrium. A total of 5 successful and 12 unsuccessful defibril-
lation episodes were analyzed. Among the five successful epi-
sodes, three were type A and two were type B. In all cases, the
first occurrence of postshock ventricular activation preceded the
first atrial activation (Fig. 8), suggesting that the first postshock
ventricular activation was not conducted from the atria.

Part II: transmural recordings
The repeatability in location of the early sites with the defibril-
lation electrode configuration of part I allowed us to use plunge
electrodes to record activation transmurally in part II.

PRESENCEOF A POSTSHOCKISOELECTRIC WINDOW.In
part II, 118 episodes of unsuccessful ventricular defibrillation
were mapped. Of these, 49 were excluded from further analysis
because none of the early sites of the first postshock epicardial
activation was at or near the index electrode. Amongthe other
69 episodes, 32 had early sites at the index electrode and 37 had
early sites at the electrodes adjacent to the index electrode. Out
of 1,656 channels of epicardial and 2,208 channels of plunge

Table III. Early Sites of the First
and Second Postshock Activations

At same or At different
adjacent electrodes electrodes

Unsuccessful episodes* 96 8
Successful episodes 46 70

Type A 31 50
Type B (1 rapid postshock

activation) 5 18
Type B (> 1 rapid postshock

activation) 10 2

* P < 0.005 compared with the successful episodes by the Chi square
test.

543 21

Figure 12. The area directly depolarized by a 20-V shock delivered
during the TQ interval of normal sinus rhythm in five dogs. Different
types of crosshatching represent the number of the dogs that had each
area directly depolarized by the shock.

Activation during Ventricular Defibrillation 817



electrode recordings of these 69 episodes, 1,342 (81%) and 1,514
(69%), respectively, were adequate for analysis. The VF cycle
length (101 ± 10 ms) was not significantly different from that of
part I (P = 0.85).

In the 32 episodes in which the earliest recorded epicardial
activation was at the index electrode, the mean wwrecorded by
the surrounding plunge electrodes (58±16 ms) was not signifi-
cantly different from that recorded by the index electrode (59±19
ms). There was no evidence for continuous intramural or sub-
endocardial electrical activity during the epicardial isoelectric
window (Figs. 13 and 14). Although activation during VFbefore
the shock did not occur in discrete cycles, the first postshock
activation after the isoelectric window was synchronized.

In a few cases (Fig. 14), we identified two activation fronts
traveling in different directions along the plunge that recorded
the earliest activation. This finding is similar to the recordings
made at the vortex of the leading circle during microreentry
(25), but we did not have enough local recordings to tell if a
complete reentry loop was present.

In 37 of the 69 episodes, activation was recorded slightly
earlier from the plunge electrodes than from the epicardial elec-
trodes. The earliest recorded activation for different episodes
was located at all levels throughout the transmural extent of the
plunges. There was no predilection for subendocardial sites as

there was during sinus rhythm, when earliest activation was re-
corded from the most endocardial electrode in four of the five
dogs. The preshock intervals of the electrode registering the ear-
liest postshock activation were not randomly distributed. Rather,
they clustered around 50 ms (Fig. 15).

Discussion

Cessation and regeneration of VF
The mechanism of electrical defibrillation is not known. The
most commonly accepted hypothesis is based upon studies in-
dicating that a critical mass of myocardium is necessary for the
maintenance of fibrillation (26). Extrapolating these results to
electrical defibrillation, it is assumed that a shock causes defi-
brillation when the activation fronts within a critical mass of
myocardium are extinguished by direct depolarization of non-
refractory tissue within the critical mass (6). All activation fronts
within the critical mass are extinguished because immediately
after the shock none of the cells adjacent to the activation fronts
are capable of being depolarized. According to this hypothesis,
defibrillation fails solely because nonrefractory tissue in a critical
mass of myocardium is not directly depolarized by the field of
the shock, so that activation fronts can continue to pass through
the myocardium after the shock and sustain fibrillation (27).
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Figure 13. Transmural activation around an early epicardial site lo-
cated at the upper part of RVoutflow tract showing an isoelectric win-
dow in both epicardial and plunge electrode recordings. (A) Epicardial
isochronal map over the RVoutflow tract and RVanterior wall for
the first activation after the shock. An activation front arose near the
top of the outflow tract (arrow). (B) Enlargement of the region within
the dashed line in A showing the relationship of the plunge electrodes
to the epicardial electrodes in the region of earliest activation after the
shock. The letters a, b, c, and d mark the location of plunge elec-
trodes, and the numbers 1-5 mark the location of epicardial button
electrodes. The channel that recorded the earliest activation after the
shock for each plunge electrode is displayed in Calong with the five

3

1~~~~~~~2 1i1 k 4 i5 1~ 4

epicardial recordings. The arrow indicates the time of amplifier recon-
nection after the shock. The characters to the left of Cmark the loca-
tion and type of the electrode, corresponding to B. Although the
preshock activations of these nine channels spread over a 73-ms pe-
riod, the postshock activations were synchronized, occurring within 17
ms of each other. (D) An 8-channel transmural recording from plunge
a, which recorded the earliest postshock activation of any of the
plunges. The channels of the plunge are displayed with the most endo-
cardial electrode at the top and the most epicardial electrode at the
bottom. The earliest activation was recorded intramyocardially, as in-
dicated by the character a.
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Figure 14. Transmural activation around an early epicardial site lo-
cated at the lower part of the RVoutflow tract. The panels are similar
to those in Fig. 13. (D) Two activation fronts recorded by the same

This hypothesis has never been tested by cardiac mapping. To
do so, we modified our mapping system to minimize amplifier
saturation by the shock and recorded from the epicardium, sep-
tum, and RVendocardium and intramyocardium in the post-
shock period. Our results do not confirm the hypothesis that
defibrillation fails because it does not annihilate activation fronts
within a critical mass of the myocardium; rather, VF was tran-
siently halted, as indicated by the isoelectric window, and then
regenerated.

After both successful and unsuccessful defibrillation, an iso-
electric window was observed in the immediate postshock period
during which no activations were recorded from the epicardium,
interventricular septum, intramyocardium, or endocardium. The
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Figure 15. The interval between the last activation before the shock
and the shock (labeled a in Fig. 1) for the plunge or epicardial elec-
trode recording the earliest activation after the shock. The number of
defibrillation episodes is given to the left. These are the 32 unsuccess-

ful defibrillation episodes in which earliest epicardial activation was re-

corded at the index electrode. If more than one electrode recorded the
same early activation time, all such electrodes were included. The
mean preshock interval was 50±24 ms.

plunge in the immediate postshock period. The first front is earliest at
the intramyocardium, as indicated by the character a; the second front
is earliest at the endocardium.

isoelectric window averaged 64 ms after unsuccessful shocks.
Windows of this length were never observed during VF before
the shock; the interval between successive activations in different
electrodes averaged 1.7±3.2 ms. Although we cannot totally rule
out the presence of a very slow activation front that was so small
during the isoelectric window that it was not detected by our

electrodes, the presence of the isoelectric window suggests com-

plete cessation of all activation fronts in the immediate postshock
period, even when the shock is unsuccessful. These findings do
not support the critical mass hypothesis as the sole requirement
for successful defibrillation. Although a sufficiently small shock
presumably will not extinguish all activation fronts within a vol-
ume of myocardium, our results indicate that, for an epicardial
defibrillation electrode combination, this energy is < I J, much
less than the energy required for defibrillation. While depolar-
ization of a critical mass of myocardium may achieve defibril-
lation by chemical means as demonstrated by Zipes et al. (6), it
is not the sole requirement for defibrillation by electrical means.

In fact, the two examples of electrical shocks in the seminal
paper by Zipes et al. (their Fig. 5) both show an isoelectric win-
dow, although it was not interpreted as such.

Cause of the postshock isoelectric window
There are at least two possible explanations for the isoelectric
window. One is that some myocardial cells are responsive during
the isoelectric window, but no stimulus is present to depolarize
them. Because the RRintervals are so short during VF, much
of the myocardium is probably refractory during the shock. Ac-
cording to this explanation, cells that were refractory at the time
of the shock repolarize throughout the isoelectric window so
that shortly after the shock some cells have recovered sufficiently
to be activated by a stimulus. Because all activation fronts are
extinguished by the shock, however, no stimulus is present to
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depolarize these cells until activation arises considerably later,
thus producing an isoelectric window.

A second possible explanation is that the myocardium is
unresponsive throughout the isoelectric window, having been
electrically "paralyzed" by the shock. The response of the cell
membrane to strong stimulation is different from its response
to weaker stimulation. For example, after a 5-mA stimulus, van
Damet al. (28) observed no electrical activity during the next
five to eight beats in the myocardium close to the stimulating
electrodes. Lepeschkin et al. (2) observed similar electrical
"standstill" after a defibrillation shock. Recently Moore and
Spear (29) studied the effects of electric shock on the transmem-
brane potential. They found that after a 3.6-J stimulus given at
phase 2, or a 2-J stimulus given at phase 3 of repolarization, the
membrane potential "hung up" at its potential when the stimulus
was given and recovery of the membrane potential to the true
resting potential was delayed. Furthermore, until recovery was
complete, it was not possible to evoke further all-or-none Pur-
kinje fiber action potentials. These studies show that a defibril-
lation shock can have a long lasting effect on the cell membrane,
even when it is delivered during phase 2 or 3 repolarization.
This is quite different from the all-or-none response of the cell
membrane to a low energy electrical stimulus. A defibrillation
shock could thus produce membrane effects in all parts of the
myocardium, even in those cells that are refractory at the time
of the shock, so that a period of electrical silence, i.e., the iso-
electric window, is produced.

Mechanism for the postshock regeneration of VF
The isoelectric window indicates that ventricular activation fronts
are not present for an interval after the shock. Atrial recordings
adjacent to an early ventricular site at the atrioventricular sulcus
indicate that the first postshock activation did not come from
the atrium via an accessory pathway. Thus the cells at the early
ventricular sites must themselves be the source for the first
postshock activation. After unsuccessful defibrillation shocks,
the early sites of the first and second postshock activations often
were located at the same or adjacent electrodes (Table III), im-
plying that there was either a small local reentrant circuit that
we did not detect, an automatic focus, or a focus caused by
triggered activity (30). After the first few postshock activations,
block developed which may have led to reentry and caused VF
to regenerate.

The regeneration of VF may occur by the same mechanism
that occurs when VF is initiated by stimulation in the vulnerable
period of repolarization during sinus rhythm (16). Because of
the complexity and rapidity of the activation sequences during
VF, at any instant certain regions of the ventricles are repolar-
izing. Thus a defibrillation shock may always stimulate regions
of the ventricles during their vulnerable period, which could
cause VF to be regenerated. If a vulnerable period is present in
a ventricular region during VF, it probably occurs during the
repolarization phase of the action potential of the cells in that
region (31). The repolarization phase and hence the vulnerable
period should be less than the RR interval during VF, which
averaged 105±16 ms in this study. Direct intracellular recordings
at the onset of VF indicate that the action potential duration is
-50-70 ms (32, 33). Thus, our finding that the preshock inter-

vals at the early sites cluster - 50 ms (Fig. 15) is consistent with
the hypothesis that the region of myocardium at the early site
is stimulated during its vulnerable period, causing VF to be re-
initiated.

One point against this hypothesis is the presence of the iso-
electric window after the shock before VF is regenerated. Pre-
mature stimuli whose strength is slightly greater than the fibril-
lation threshold are thought to cause VF because of dispersion
of refractoriness during the vulnerable period (31). This concept
predicts that there should be no isoelectric window at the onset
of electrically induced VF, because premature stimulation during
heterogenous repolarization should excite less refractory portions
of the ventricle immediately, and then initiate VF by block and
slow conduction to the more refractory portions of the myo-
cardium to create reentry. The strength of defibrillation shocks
given in this study expressed as current is about 100 times greater
than the current of stimuli at the fibrillation threshold (31). The
mechanism of initiation of VF may not be the same for stimuli
of low and high strength. Studies are needed of the onset of VF
induced by high-energy shocks during the vulnerable period of
normal rhythm to see if an isoelectric window is present.

Window width: a determining factor
of ventricular defibrillation
The energy threshold for ventricular defibrillation varies widely
(34). Even for energies higher than threshold, there are still a
considerable number of failures (35). Therefore, energy is not
an excellent predictor of defibrillation outcome. Although dif-
ferent dogs in this study had different energy ranges in which
both successful and unsuccessful defibrillations were possible,
the ranges of ww associated with successful and unsuccessful
defibrillations were similar among all dogs (Fig. 10). The ww
was a better predictor of the outcome of defibrillation than was
shock energy, voltage, or current.

Thus, wwis a determining factor for ventricular defibrillation.
If a shock resulted in a wwof more than 63 ms, successful de-
fibrillation was possible. If the wwexceeded 130 ms defibrillation
was always successful. In different dogs, the energy required to
produce a certain wwwas variable, but the relationship between
the wwand the outcome of defibrillation was roughly the same.

Reasons for imperfect correlation of window width and
shock strength
Even with a shock energy as high as 30 J (three times the defi-
brillation threshold for that dog), there were still episodes of
successful defibrillation in which the wwwas < 130 ms. Thus,
wwwas not predicted well by the energy. The correlation coef-
ficient was only 0.52. One reason for the relatively poor corre-
lation between wwand shock strength for all dogs taken together
was that the slope and intercept of the regression line for each
dog varied widely. The correlation coefficient of wwand shock
energy for each dog was higher, ranging from 0.53 to 0.95 (Fig.
1 1). Anatomic, electrophysiologic, and autonomic factors may
have been responsible for the dog to dog differences in the
regression lines. One point against an anatomic factor is that
wide variation still exists in the defibrillation threshold after cor-
rection for the heart weight (range 0.031-0.072 J/g heart weight).
This does not rule out the possibility that the shape or volume
of each heart may influence the current field distribution of the
defibrillation shock. Thus an anatomic factor may still be par-
tially responsible for the different regression lines.

Another possible factor that may alter the correlation is the
presence of a significant number of inadequate recordings (Fig.
2). Early sites may have been missed in regions with inadequate
recordings so that the wwwas overestimated. Many inadequate
recordings were from electrodes overlying the atria and atrio-
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ventricular sulcus (Figs. 2, 8, 9) or were from isolated electrodes
surrounded by good recordings (Fig. 5 A) in which the timing
of the surrounding electrical activity suggested that an early site
in that region was unlikely. Some inadequate recordings occurred
in clusters (Figs. 5 A, B), however, so that an early site may have
been missed. Nevertheless, experiments with better correlations
between the wwand energy did not have a higher percentage of
good recordings than those with worse correlations. Thus the
inadequate recordings were probably not responsible for the poor
correlation between the wwand the energy.

Differences between successful and
unsuccessful defibrillation
Two types of responses were observed after a successful defi-
brillation shock. The wwseparating the two types of responses
after a successful shock was 130 ms. This finding confirms that
successful defibrillation does not require immediate cessation of
all arrhythmic activity after the isoelectric window (6, 36). Type
B successful defibrillations were characterized by a period of one
to three rapid, synchronized activations after the window. In
addition, the study demonstrates that unsuccessful shocks tran-
siently slow and synchronize activation before VF resumes. This
finding has been reported by Zipes et al. (6) for subthreshold
shocks but has not been reported for low level shocks. Even for
unsuccessful shocks with energies as low as 1-2 J, we observed
slowing and synchronization for up to two postshock activations
(Fig. 3). With increasing shock energy, the number of early sites
decreased, so that the postshock isochronal maps appeared more
organized because fewer activation fronts were present simul-
taneously (Fig. 6).

Successful type A defibrillation episodes were qualitatively
different from unsuccessful defibrillation episodes, having dif-
ferent wwand postshock activation patterns (Figs. 4-6). In con-
trast, the postshock isochronal maps were similar for successful
type B defibrillation episodes and for unsuccessful defibrillation
episodes, both of which had a ww< 130 ms. What is the dif-
ference between successful type B and unsuccessful defibrillation
episodes? Wefound that for successful type B episodes the mean
wwwas significantly longer and the mean number of early sites
significantly less than for unsuccessful episodes (Table II). Sur-
prisingly, the time for the activation fronts to cross the septum
and entire epicardium for the first postshock activation, i.e., the
cardiac activation time, was shorter for unsuccessful defibrillation
episodes. This time should be related to (a) the number of ac-
tivation fronts present and hence the number of early sites and
(b) the conduction velocity, which should be a function of the
state of recovery of the tissue and hence the ww. Indeed, both
the wwand the number of early sites correlated negatively with
the cardiac activation time for unsuccessful episodes. Thus the
nearly twofold greater number of early sites probably made the
cardiac activation time for the first postshock activation of un-
successful defibrillation shorter (Table II). For unsuccessful de-
fibrillation, the cardiac activation time for the second postshock
activation was significantly longer than for the first while the
number of early sites remained about the same. This increased
cardiac activation time could be caused either by a generalized
decrease in conduction velocity because of the short d2 interval
or by a change in the activation sequence, one cause of which
may have been undirectional block. Both of these factors favor
the development of reentry (37-39) and thus may serve as the
cause of the postshock regeneration of VF. For successful defi-

brillation, on the other hand, the d2 interval was significantly
longer and the increment of cardiac activation time from the
first to the second postshock activation was significantly shorter
than for unsuccessful episodes (Table II).

The underlying mechanism that gives rise to the observed
differences in the number of early sites and the cardiac activation
times between these two groups for shocks of the same energy
remains unknown. One possibility is that the state of the myo-
cardium at the time of the shock, e.g., the distribution of re-
fractoriness, is different in these two groups. Consequently, the
myocardial response to the same sized shock could be different.
This difference in response to electrical stimulation is similar to
that observed when a stimulus is given in the vulnerable period
of normal rhythm, when either VF or multiple extrasystoles can
be induced depending on the timing and strength of the stimulus
(40). If the postshock regeneration of VF is caused by stimulation
during the vulnerable period of a part of the myocardium, as
we have discussed, the type B successful defibrillation would
serve as the counter part of the multiple extrasystolic responses
observed during the vulnerable period of normal rhythm.

Another possible mechanism for the difference between un-
successful and type B successful episodes may be that the exci-
tation of intracardiac cholinergic and adrenergic nerves by de-
fibrillation shocks (41) may change the effective refractory period
of the myocardial cells (42). With increased shock energy the
change of the effective refractory period may be more pro-
nounced, or the distribution of the refractoriness may be more
uniform, so that the reentry is less likely to occur to reini-
tiate VF.

Shock field strength and ventricular defibrillation
The early sites of the first postshock activation were usually lo-
cated distant from the apical defibrillation electrode in an area
not directly depolarized by the low-energy shock given during
sinus rhythm (Fig. 12). This suggests that the early sites occurred
in the ventricular region in which the field produced by the
shock was weakest. To achieve a field sufficient to halt VF in
this area, the ventricular tissue adjacent to the defibrillation
electrodes probably received much higher amounts of energy
than needed to halt VF. Other factors that mayhave contributed
to the location of early sites are the differences of anatomy and
autonomic innervation at the base versus the apex. Although it
has been shown that stimulation of sympathetic nerve branches
can produce localized changes of refractory period (43), it is
unclear whether defibrillation shocks can produce different
sympathetic tone at the apex versus the base and thus account
for the preferential occurrence of early sites at the base after
unsuccessful defibrillation.

Early sites after type A defibrillation are not confined to the
base but can occur anywhere on the epicardium (Fig. 7). Fre-
quently the early site is on the RV anterior wall near the area
of RV breakthrough during normal sinus rhythm, suggesting
that the origin of the impulse is supraventricular. However, sinus
arrest has been reported to occur after defibrillation (41), and
we found that atrial activation occurs later than ventricular ac-
tivation immediately after the shock. To answer the question of
the origin of postshock ventricular excitation for type A recovery,
simultaneous recordings from the atrium, the His bundle and
the ventricles during the defibrillation shock will be required.

The preferential location of early postshock activation in
only a few locations, although showing that the apical and right
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atrial defibrillation electrode configuration is not optimum, in-
dicates that this configuration provides a powerful model for
studying the mechanism of successful and unsuccessful defi-
brillation. The model allows precise measurements and inter-
ventions to be performed in the region in which earliest activation
appears after the shock. If a way can be found to prevent or
delay this early postshock activation, it should be possible to
keep VF from being regenerated and to defibrillate with shocks
of much lower strength. Because lowering the defibrillation shock
strength can decrease myocardial injury (18) as well as decrease
energy consumption and prolong the battery life of automatic
implantable cardioverter/defibrillators, an understanding of
cardiac activation in the immediate postshock period in this
model may lead to the improvement of these devices (44, 45).
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